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May 1, 2020 

Stop, look, and listen! There are clues to be found from the wildlife all around us. This week we will explore signs 

of animal presence through a lesson, nature walk and art activity.   

WHO HAS BEEN HERE? 

Learn about animal sign and how to look for clues to the wildlife living in your area.  

What you need: No supplies required; Optional: nature journal, writing utensil   

Time: 20 minutes 

1. Start by considering the question, “How might we know animals were living in an area without seeing them 

directly?” Come up with as many different types of evidence as you can. Think about how different kinds of 

animals, such as mammals, birds, or insects might leave different clues behind. You may wish to make a list 

of your ideas in your nature journal. 

2. When thinking about evidence that animals leave behind, we generally think of tracks and sign. 

 Tracks are the impressions left by an animal’s feet in a substrate, such as mud, sand or dirt. 

 Animal sign is other evidence that an animal leaves behind such as hair, feathers, scratch marks, 

scat (animal poop) and chewed leaves or plants. 

3. Animal tracks are one type of evidence that can provide rich opportunities for further exploration. Observing 

an area with tracks closely can lead us to ask questions and construct ideas about who has been here, using 

the tracks as evidence. Observe the snowy track scene and consider the following questions: 

 Footprints by PhotoJeff is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/61123283@N00/16828034481/in/photolist-rD35nx-9w9eMn-9wchsG-r2ngsX-pZyAYm-oJmx1-oJmwS-NK1BND-oJmwu-GBws7N-25Uxg8A-e9MnuH-9bs9He-9bsdSc-7oxKXW-b7m1gX-e9T2K9-9bv7sy-rbtL8E-ddjzJ5-8XMijH-7oDeR6-7oH5Ch-8XQq8d-oJmxp-9igbJc-9bv81s-awWQ9P-9bspXX-D9CP-22uW1HM-3mwM2-EqxJNF-6LjKB-2hDspw5-dtZPEt-anR9ap-dmEZKa-ZFuEPS-7oDfxB-8XyW-J6dL-9sLwAJ-49C8oW-cR3F7-sxKM-CNP53X-vqZ6A-88pwAG-4Nn7TE
https://www.flickr.com/photos/61123283@N00/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/legalcode
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 What do you notice? 

 How many different types of tracks do you see? 

 What types of animals do you think made these tracks? Why do you think that? 

 What direction do you think they were moving? 

 How were they moving? Were they running or moving quickly, or walking and moving more slowly 

4. If doing this with another person, talk and share your ideas. You may not always agree, and that is okay. The 

goal is to use what you observe as evidence to support your thinking. 

5. Animal tracks vary by species and taxonomic group. Comparing tracks up close can help you learn what 

features to look for and how to begin to identify who made the tracks. Compare the two tracks pictured below 

from two different groups of animals. Consider the following questions: 

 What do you notice about the two tracks? 

 What is similar between the two tracks? 

 What is different between the two tracks? 

 What further questions do you have? 

Toe pad 

Heel pad 
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6. The track on the left, is representative of canids, such as domestic dogs, coyotes, and foxes. The track on the 

right, is representative of felids, such as domestic cats, bobcats, and cougars. Key differences between these 

two types of tracks are: 

 

Canids Felids 

May have claw marks above toe pads  Typically, no claw marks above toe pads  

Front or top of heel pad has one lobe  Front or top of heel pad has two lobes  

Back of heel pad has two lobes  Back of heel pad has three lobes  
  

7. Knowing these two types of tracks can be helpful when looking at tracks in your neighborhood. While you may 

be most likely to see tracks from pets, knowing what to look for can help you start to figure out what you are 

seeing. You may wish to look up tracks for other animals in your area or take pictures of tracks that you see to 

try and identify at a later point. When taking a photo of a track, it is helpful to include something such as coin 

for scale, like you see in the photo above. 

8. Wildlife tracking is a way to learn more about animals by finding and exploring their tracks and sign. By 

practicing using your senses to look for signs of animal presence, you can deepen your understanding of the 

natural world. The details of track identification can be complex, but you do not need to have an extensive 

knowledge to get started. Begin by getting out and getting curious! 

WILDLIFE SIGNS NATURE WALK 

Take a walk through your neighborhood and search for signs of nature. 

What you need: No supplies required; Optional – nature journal and writing utensil 

Time: 45 minutes 

1. Think back to the previous activity “Who has been here?”. What 

are some potential clues that you might find on your walk that 

would suggest an animal has been there? 

2. Where might you look to find tracks or signs? Remember to 

keep your eyes open! Simple marks on a tree trunk could be the 

indentations from an animal’s claws. 

3. Take a walk outdoors and search for evidence of wildlife. 

4. A couple of notes as you begin: 

 Take your time and keep your eyes open. Evidence of 

animal presence may not be obvious at first, but keep 

looking, it is all around us. 

 Be respectful. Look and observe, but don’t disturb. 

 Try and think like an animal. A fallen pinecone may seem unexciting, but a closer look may reveal 

that it was a tasty snack for a squirrel. 

5. As you go, you may wish to record what you observe with notes and sketches. 

Consider This! 

Try making your own tracks in a variety of substrates. Go outside and look for some dry dirt, sand, mud, grass, 

etc. Try and recreate some of the tracks that you learned about in the first activity, or even make your own print 

using your hand. Which substrate holds the track best? How might this knowledge help you when you go on a 

walk or a hike looking for evidence of wildlife? 

 

Chewing pest damage #oc by Brian Edgar is licensed under CC BY 2.0.  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/29803258@N02/5091558982/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/29803258@N02/5091558982/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode
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MAKE YOUR OWN TRACK 

Make your own animal track stamps! 

What you need: Paper or nature journal, paint, sponges, scissors, marker, pencil 

Time: 15-20 minutes 

1. Choose one of the animal tracks you learned about above or research the track of your favorite animal. 

2. Identify the major characteristics of your animal track. Ask yourself the following questions: 

 How many toes does your animal have? 

 Would claws or talons be visible on your animal track? 

 What shape is your animal track? 

 What other defining characteristics do you notice? 

3. After identifying these characteristics, carefully sketch your track on a piece of paper or in your nature journal. 

4. After completing your sketch. Use a marker to sketch the track on your sponge. 

5. Cut your sponge out. 

6. Dip your new stamp in paint and stamp in your nature journal or on a piece of paper. 

7. How does it look? Would you be able to identify your track? Do you need to make any changes? 

8. Readjust and redesign as needed. 

9. You can do this with as many species as time, resources and interest allow.  

TRACK PHOTO CREDITS 

CANINE by OakleyOriginals is licensed under CC BY 2.0.  

Cougar Track by Bryant Olsen is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0. Photo cropped from original. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakleyoriginals/5763984896/in/photolist-9MkVTW-bD4yUV-9acmJP-67iZUs-mYFnKz-aAzQq7-7q1W9-mYFqGe-2gxJkva-9r84wU-6MJgtk-8F4mGW-2ozrMQ-6MJh1e-934ybE-vR8Ya-bq9DYq-72TVH1-a9uN7Z-pcARrD-HmzPP-5UH9KH-7jPwax-6DMhto-7uXcAw-8Q8TRK-bD4At6-cBRcSU-97TQz6-64yCAe-8bw3ta-7HSTGu-5PuD68-dJg9nX-4okAjp-aXZjD-2VoJ49-oreNyT-9ckzAQ-8mLMyL-7qd5x7-bvoYP-A35b9-DJbeuH-4iBdfG-7Dnu71-DEBLR-d1MRTb-pcSGfK-27onUhy
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakleyoriginals/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bryanto/4310744470/in/photolist-7yVG9w-q6AKQc-q6xZi2-q6xZxa-2hiecLt-2gvQZj7-Us6HQc-tTjuZ-22qmHhY-95bXeg-pr2CHs-28i63iQ-XqAy6d-Miv2iW-FUyjkC-S9uKPu-23ZAMCA-526tpc-pXPUoq-gr9WxL-7cobC4-4MgHmo-pWYoM-jvc8XQ-iccUtC-26j84Kj-dAeiUJ-rSAvec-cy7f3h-8XTtcD-CjEGwm-2iQ7Tqx-2iQ3uCH-78fCmS-yzbKf-6EjVDA-tTjv3-nEq6r-qnQFAv-q6xYNK-oD4JHR-2irQQN1-BwHEso-N5rwpW-xWdno-MPZM3S-ktRq4e-LZ7Pcc-2438yd8-N17aZz
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bryanto/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/legalcode

